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AGENDA

INTRODUCTION:
9.15 am-9.30 am
- Participants to be seated
- Group Photo Session
9.30 am-10.00 am
- Address of Welcome
  Ar. Qazi M. Arif. Chairman ACGSA
- Introduction of Delegates
- Minutes of the ACGSA Committee Meeting 2015
  Ar. Qazi M. Arif. Chairman ACGSA
- Minutes of the 8th ROUNDTABLE. Colombo. 13 July 2016
  Ar. Bernard Gomez, Convener Organizing Committee. SLIA

COUNTRY REPORTS:
10.00 am-11.15 am
  Presentation by ACGSA Representative from ARCASIA Member Institutes
  (5-8 Min. ea. Country)

GENERAL DISCUSSION:
11.15 am - 12.15 pm
- GREEN AsiARCH 2016 - ACGSA Exhibition during ACA17
- ARCASIA book on VERNACULAR WISDOM:
- ACGSA Archive: Green Building Rating Tools of Member Institutes
- ACGSA E Newsletter
- ACGSA Activities Road Map:
  Short Term: 2016
  Long Term: 2017-18
- 9th ACGSA ROUNDTABLE 2017: Host... Venue... Date - Time - Theme
- Any Other Matter
- Draft Summary of the Meeting

CONCLUSION:
12.15 pm - 12.30 pm
- Introduction of Chairman Elect., Ar. Debashish Sahu
- Address by: Chairman Elect., Ar. Debashish Sahu.
- Concluding Remarks by: Ar. Qazi M. Arif. Chairman ACGSA
ARCASIA Committee on Green & Sustainable Architecture

ATTENDEDANCE

ACGSA COMMITTEE MEETING
ACA 17. HONG KONG
25 SEP. 2016

ATTENDED

1. ADI - INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, PAKISTAN: AHIMSA WAGH - 92 300 989 021, ahimsawagh@gmail.com
2. AIA - ASIA: ROBBY D. JOHNSON - 62 818 862 553, robby.d.johnson@gmail.com
3. AIA - JAPAN: SEIICHI NOZAKI - 001 91 300 599 387, seichi@kumanet.com
4. BIQA - KOREA: YONG JAE LEE - 18 202 568 720, yongjae617@gmail.com
5. JIA - JAPAN: TERUKAZU NII - 19 984 297 057, nivas@nii-architect.com
6. API - INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, PHILIPPINES: MICHELA ROSE DE MARZO - 92 89 92 88 09 8, mica@marzon.com
7. API - JAPAN: EMMETO C. PASCUAL - 82 92 94 02 84 0, archpel@japan.com
8. UKA - INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, UKRAINE: SERGEY PONIRNI - 38 044 777 38 82, sergy@institute.com
9. CHINA: XIAO WEI - 86 212 082 20 99, xwa@weibo.com
10. HKIA: HO NING YUAN - 852 919 86 02, nyingyuan@hongkongarchitect.com
11. IAAB - JOSEPH BHANDARI - 91 98 99 18 11 8, joseph@architect.com

OBSERVER:

PAKISTAN: AAMIR IJAZ - 92 30 88 56 76
JAPAN: KUNITOMO MUKAI - 09 78 75 62 89, kunitom2@gmail.com
PAKISTAN: KOMAL PARVEZ - 92 314 215 111, komal@eastrod.com
JAPAN: YASUHIRO MIYABE - 08 32 67 92 67, yasuhiro@architecture.com

CONTRIBUTOR:

PAKISTAN: AAMIR IJAZ - 92 30 88 56 76
JAPAN: KUNITOMO MUKAI - 09 78 75 62 89, kunitom2@gmail.com
PAKISTAN: KOMAL PARVEZ - 92 314 215 111, komal@eastrod.com
JAPAN: YASUHIRO MIYABE - 08 32 67 92 67, yasuhiro@architecture.com

ACGSA COMMITTEE MEETING
ACA 17. HONG KONG
25 SEP. 2016
THE 8TH ROUNDTABLE
OF THE ARCASIA COMMITTEE ON GREEN & SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE (ACGSA)

KINGSBURY HOTEL, COLOMBO, SRI LANKA.

13 JULY 2016
ATTENDANCE:

Ar. Qazi M Arif Chairman ACGSA
Ar. Debatosh Sahu Chairman Elect ACGSA
Ar. Rita Soh SIA
Mr. Kuan Chee Yung SIA
Ar. Chan Seong Aun PAM
Ar. Sarita Shrestha Maskey SONA
Ar. Neelima Basnet SONA
Ar. Divya Kush IIA
Ar. Lalichan Zacharias IIA
Ar. Ali Zafar Qazi IAP
Ar. Amina Qayyum Mirza IAP
Ar. Dr. Thana Chirapiwat ASA
Ar. Soraneya Mhundee ASA
Ar. Dr. Abu Sayeed M Ahmed IAB
Ar. Shaila Joarder IAB
Ar. Bernard Gomez SLIA
Ar. Russell Dandeniya SLIA
Invitees:

Ar. Sathirut Nui Tandanand - President ARCASIA
Ar. Jahangir Khan - President Elect ARCASIA
Ar. Harsha Fernando - President SLIA
Ar. Jayantha Perera
Ar. Plnr. Deshabandu Dr. Surath Wickremasinghe
Ar. Chandana Edirisuriya
Ar. Prof. Chitra Weddikkara
Ar. D H Wijewardene
Ar. Veranjan Kurukulasuriya

Presenters:

Deshamanya Ar. Dr. Roland Silva
Ar. Rita Soh
Ar. Dr. Upendra Rajapaksha
Address by President of the Host Country
Archt. Harsha Fernando –
Sri Lanka Institute of Architects

Address by Ar. Qazi M Arif,
Chairman ACGSA, ARCASIA
Address by Ar. Jahangir Khan
Vice President – Zone A
President Elect. ARCASIA

Address by Ar. Sathirut Nui Tandanand –
President, ARCASIA
“Emanation of Green Scientific Knowledge from the mindset of the teachers of the early universities as seen through the chronicles and archeological data”.

The Keynote Speech by Deshamanya Archt. Dr. Roland Silva,
Indian Institute of Architects (IIA)
Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage (ASA)
Institute of Architects Bangladesh (IAB)
Institute of Architects Pakistan (IAP)
Malaysian Institute of Architects (PAM)
Society of Nepalese Architects (SONA)
Institute of Architects Singapore (IAS)
Sri Lanka Institute of Architects (SLIA)
Invited Speakers:

Ar. Rita Soh
“Sustainable Built Environments an Architects Perspective on Singapore’s journey.”

Ar. Dr. Upendra Rajapaksa
“Architecture For Zero Emission.”
Vote of thanks
Chairman SLAGCSA
Ar. Bernard Gomez.
GENERAL DISCUSSION

PRESENTATION BY MEMBER INSTITUTES
GREEN AsiARCH 2016 – ACGSA Exhibition during ACA17

EXHIBITION
27-30 September 2016
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre.

GREEN AsiARCH 2016
Green and Sustainable Architecture in Asia

Inauguration: 11.45 am. Tuesday. 27 September. 2016

Hosted by:
Hong Kong Institute of Architects (HKIA)

Organized by:
ACGSA

ARCASIA Committee on Green & Sustainable Architecture

Participation:
14 Member Institutes.
26 Projects

Organizing Committee:
Ar. Qazi M Arif - Chairman
Ar. Debatosh Sahu – IIA
Ar. Rosette Santos – UAP
Ar. Robby – IAI

ACA 17. Hong Kong
GREEN AsiARCH 2016 – ACGSA Exhibition during ACA17

Inaugural Session
ARCASIA Committee on Green & Sustainable Architecture

GREEN AsiARCH 2016 – ACGSA Exhibition during ACA17

Inaugural Session
CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION

is awarded to

Ar. Marina Tabassum - MTA
Institute of Architects Bangladesh (IAB)

in recognition and appreciation of the commendable participation

Name of the project: Bait ur Rouf Mosque
Location: Faidabad, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Ar. Qazi M Arif FIAB
Chairman ACGSA

Ar. Sathirut Nui Tandanand
President ARCASIA

Hong Kong September 2016
As a long term objective it was decided to set up a taskforce to look back into the essence of what has transpired over the years in terms of green building techniques, inherent in traditional localized architecture and its use in architectural typologies. It was suggested to provide a publication on the subject in the future with ACGSA as the platform.

Chairman Qazi M Arif was requested in Colombo to propose a team to carry forward the task. He has reported this idea to the OB and now presenting to the council.

**Proposed Committee:**
Ar. Qazi M Arif - IAB  
Ar. Debatosh Sahu - IIA  
Ar. Bernard Gomez - SLIA  
Ar. Acharawan Chutarat - ASA  
Ar. Michaela Rosette Santos - UAP  
Ar. Amina Qayyum Mirza - IAP  
________________________ - SIA

IAB shall volunteer printing the book.
Content:
10 pages. ea. Member Institute.. 1 or 2 Articles from each Institute (1500 – 2000 words and necessary Graphics, photo, image, drawings)

Theme:
VERNACULAR WISDOM & ARCHITECTURE OF THE COUNTRY, REGION

Language: English. Format & other details: To be informed later

Quantity & Budget: Annexure: 1 (enclosed)

ROAD MAP
Announcement: October 2016
Member Institute to Designate Author/s November 2016
Necessary Research, Documentation December 2016–February 2017
Preparation of the Article March – April 2017
Review by the Member Institute May 2017
Submission to the Publication Committee June 2017
Editing, Graphics layout, Pre Press (IAB) July-August 2017
Printing (IAB) September 2017
ARCASIA Committee on Green & Sustainable Architecture

SUMMARY & RESOLUTIONS

ACGSA Archive: Green Building Rating Tools of Member Institutes

Proposed Committee:
Ar. Debatosh Sahu – IIA
Ar. Chan Seong Aun – PAM

Time Line: December 2016

ACGSA E Newsletter

Proposed Committee:
Ar. Qazi M Arif - IAB
Ar. Debatosh Sahu – IIA
Ar. Chan Seong Aun – PAM

Time Line:
1st. Issue - December 2016

Contents:
1st. Issue: ACGSA Country Presentation
2nd. Issue: Projects Nominated for the GREEN AsiARCH 2016
3rd. Issue/any issue: Round Table Theme/Issues/presentations
Green Building Councils to the ACGSA Roundtable
It was resolved that inviting Green Building Councils to the ACGSA Roundtable should be flexible and not mandatory.

Green and sustainability - Graduate Level Courses at Academia
Green and Sustainability to be used as subject matter at graduate level in the schools of Architecture at which the BOOK on VERNACULAR WISDOM be recommended

Exhibition GREENAsiARCH 2016 to be organized at all Member Institutes as part of any event organized at national level including showcasing the same projects on HARD COPY PRINTS during FORUM in Jaipur as IIA expressed desire about

Green and Sustainable category should be included in ARCASIA AWARDS Program.

9th ACGSA ROUNDTABLE 2017: Host…Venue….Date - Time..Theme IAP expressed preliminary interest during the Round Table in Colombo ASA expressed interest to host right after the committee meeting on 26 Sept in Hong Kong. Will follow up later
Token of Appreciation to the Outgoing Chairman

ARCASIA Committee on Green & Sustainable Architecture
New leadership...New Chairman.....New team
Quite a Few Pledges...Tasks....Desires.....Assignments... to accomplish

Wishing ACGSA goes up to a higher level...achieve much success.........better than this tenure.....

And ever before.

Good Luck to the New Chairman and his team

Wishing brighter success for the New ARCASIA President

Thanks to my colleagues.....OB & CC ...... for the generous support and inspiration all the way for the last couple of years.
Thank you
PROTOCOL/MANUAL for ACGSA ROUND TABLE

- Draft Submitted to ACGSA Committee Meeting in Ayutthaya
- Submitted to OB and been advised to submit to Council
- Proposed and presented at 36th Council Meeting in Ayutthaya in 2015
- Included in the Minutes of the 36th. Council

- As being advised by the OB –
- Requesting Council to adopt the PROTOCOL/MANUAL